Welcome

Overhead view of current Fosse Bank School

Thank you for visiting the virtual
public exhibition on Fosse Bank
School’s and Stables Nursery’s
emerging proposals to create a new
centre of educational excellence
for younger years in Hildenborough.
Here you will be able to find out more
about each aspect of the proposals
for the school in detail, as well as the
residential development on land to
the south of the School and Nursery
that is key to delivering this lasting
step-change in the educational
facilities available to local families.
This exhibition also sets out the
wider community benefits we believe
these plans will deliver for the whole
Hildenborough community.
It is important to us that the
community has every opportunity to
help shape our masterplan proposals,
which is why we are seeking to
engage with local people now.

The deadline for providing us with
your views is Friday 14th May, after
which all comments will be reviewed
analysed and, where appropriate,
the plans will be adjusted before a
planning application is submitted
to Tonbridge and Malling Borough
Council later this spring.
Making your views known is easy.
Simply review our plans and then use
the online feedback form available
on our consultation website. People
can alternatively contact us directly
at Alex.Cowley@lexcomm.co.uk or
call us on 0753 141 6568. We are
also happy to arrange video calls or
socially distanced site visits outside
school hours.

A Rich History, A Bright Future
Fosse Bank School has a rich history
dating back nearly 130 years, with
an ethos of nurturing the dreams
and talents of its children. It delivers
a broad curriculum which equips its
pupils with the skills they need for
the next step in their educational
journey. With Stables Nursery also
delivering invaluable childcare for
our youngest residents, this part of
Hildenborough and Tonbridge has
been playing a key role in education
for generation after generation of
local residents.

Joining Forces

However, Fosse Bank School and
Stables Nursery face a range of
challenges in the future.

Stables Nursery delivers a fantastic
facility for Hildenborough’s youngest
residents, but it would like to
upgrade, and crucially expand, its
facilities on its current site, to give
local families a more extensive early
years nursery facilities. Crucially, an
expanded facility will also help cater
for additional children, as they have a
growing waiting list.

Fosse Bank School
Whilst having occupied several
locations across Hildenborough and
Tonbridge over nearly 130 years,
Fosse Bank School’s current home
at Mountains is Grade II listed, and
whilst it is a fantastic setting to learn
the life skills that will set children on
their way to academic excellence, the
Listed building and its facilities are in
need of increasingly costly repairs,
restorations and enhancements.
Alongside this, other schools in the
independent sector in this part of
Kent, often unencumbered by listed
buildings, have delivered significant
upgrades to their facilities in recent
years; we want to ensure that Fosse
Bank School keeps pace with the
other schools in the area.

Over the last few months, Fosse
Bank School and the independently
owned Stables Nursery have been
working together on how a new
masterplan could be brought forward
and delivered to ensure that both
facilities can expand and thrive in
the future, whilst continuing to offer
educational excellence as they
always have done.
Stables Nursery

Hildenborough
These changes are also coming
forward at a time of change in
Hildenborough.
Demographically, there is a spike in
the number of children being born in
and around Hildenborough who will
need spaces in the coming years,
and these proposals will help to meet
this need locally.

Fosse Bank School has a rich history dating back nearly 130 years, with an ethos of nurturing the dreams and
talents of our children.

Our Vision
‘In a friendly, caring community, pupils’ personal development is
excellent. The quality of pastoral care is excellent and effective
arrangements identify and respond to individual needs.’
Independent Schools’ inspection report

Perspective view of the new residential element

The vision for the proposals is to deliver a comprehensive education-led
development scheme comprising improvements and new educational
facilities for Fosse Bank School and Stables Nursery, a programme of
essential listed building repairs, new, improved and safer car parking
facilities, new landscaping and a sensitively planned residential
development.
The residential development will take inspiration from high quality
examples of architecture which follows a village design and palette of
materials.
Through these proposals, we can futureproof our exciting plans and
deliver the upgrades to Fosse Bank School to secure its future. These
proposals will also provide the opportunity for a separate development for
the upgrade of the Stables Nursery, which has seen a doubling of pupil
intake in the last few years.

Masterplan

Overview view of concept masterplan of Fosse Bank School proposals

The Proposals - Fosse Bank
School
The proposals can the broadly broken down into the following distinct
elements:
Preserving the current school building - restoring and refurbishing the current
listed school building
Proposing brand new educational facilities - upgrading and adding additional
facilities to provide more resources to the school and its existing pupils, whilst
making the school more attractive to prospective pupils
New residential proposals - the residential proposals are required as part of the
development to finance the improvements and upgrades to the school
Improvement to play areas - provide a new beautiful play space integrated into
the woodland area to the rear of the school to promote biodiversity on the site
Assembly, sports hall and external sports facilities – provision of a new
purpose-built Sports Hall, designed to Sport England’s standards, which will also
serve as a multi-purpose assembly hall and theatre, as well as a ‘3G’ outdoor
pitch which can be used for various sports including football, hockey, tennis and
basketball
New music and arts offer - The new proposed ground floor will offer music
rooms alongside the sports and assembly hall to provide better spaces for our
pupils to practise drama and the arts
A Community-focused School
Fosse Bank School has educated, is educating, and will continue to educate,
Hildenborough’s young people, but the new sporting offer will be open to
the community, to ensure that the facilities benefit the community beyond
being available to the School’s pupils. The School will be happy to work with
local community groups to ensure that the new facilities will provide further
opportunities for dual use of the facilities, with the local community invited to
share in the use of these new facilities.

The Proposals - Fosse Bank
School
Our proposals will provide a vital upgrade to the facilities currently
offered by Fosse Bank School.

Aerial view of the proposed School Campus from the north

These proposals have been designed to provide new and improved facilities
for Fosse Bank School’s pupils and the community. They have also been
designed sensitively in respect of the local environment and heritage assets
in the area. In more detail, the key elements of our proposals are:
Upgraded sports and recreational facilities - the improvements to the
current school building will revitalise our current facilities, which are in need
of improvement. These improvements will include:
» Upgrading the outdated swimming pool and providing new much improved
purpose-built swim changing rooms on the ground floor
» Re-locating and upgrading tennis courts
» A new multi-purpose indoor sports hall designed to meet Sport England’s
standards, for all-weather sporting and recreational activities, but which
will also function as an assembly hall and theatre
» A new ‘3G’ sports pitch delivering a wider sports curriculum

The Proposals - Fosse Bank
School
As part of the upgrade, we will be providing an Eco Classroom Building –
a brand new, timber framed eco-classroom which will be built to the latest
environmental standards. It will increase the school’s educational capacity to
enable its pupil roll to grow from 120 to around 240 pupils, whilst providing a
first-class educational setting to meet the needs of the school’s pupils.

Proposed Ground Floor Plan for upgraded sports and recreational
facilities

Proposed First Floor Plan for upgraded sports and recreational facilities

The Proposals - Fosse Bank
School

Perspective view from the north of the link building with Multi-Purpose Hall behind

Perspective view of the new Eco-Classroom from the north east

Stables Nursery
As part of these proposals, there will be provision for the expansion of
the current Stables Nursery.

Sketch of the proposed Stables Nursery

The existing Fosse Bank School gym, which is inappropriately located and
will be replaced by the new sport hall, will be incorporated and converted to
improve the accommodation and facilities available for The Stables Nursery,
also increasing its capacity to care for children from three months.
The proposals will see the existing nursery building, the existing pre-school
building, and the converted gym linked together to offer an upgraded nursery
facility. In addition, internally, the conversion of the old gym will deliver new
laundry and childcare facilities, as well as additional space for staff areas and
administrative functions. Fosse Bank School will also continue to provide their
nursery, which currently has 45 children.
The proposals will also provide safer access to the Nursery for pedestrians
and vehicles by adjusting the access road. A new and improved car park will
be delivered and a new improved outdoor play area will be provided.

New Residential - The
Enabling Development
This new centre of educational excellence for younger years spanning
both Fosse Bank School and Stables Nursery would be funded by a
limited number of new homes on land between the school and the railway
line.

Perspective view of the new residential element

Our aim is to deliver a range of high-quality housing for local people. From
our analysis of the local area, there is a lack of available housing for people
who grew up in Hildenborough, so our current plan is for a range of two,
three and four bedroomed houses.
This land is not visible from the Noble Tree Road and there is very limited
public access to this area. In addition, the gradient of the land falls away
to the south, offering a natural screen. Taking account of the Green Belt
designation, we believe that this part of the site is the most appropriate
location for the residential development. It would be part of the overall
package that facilitates the repairs and enhancements to Mountains and
enables the delivery of first-class educational facilities at the School and at
Stables Nursery. The VO2 gym located next to the site will be unaffected and
will continue to run as normal.
Whilst the level of affordable housing provision has yet to be determined,
it is our current aspiration to have around 20% of these new homes being
available for shared-ownership, to ensure the development is available to
Hildenborough residents at a range of price points.

Our Proposals – Key Views
The residential element will provide 90 homes and will be built to a
maximum height of 2 floors with occasional 2 ½ floors.

Perspective view of the new residential element

The proposals will be built to reflect the local architecture found in
Hildenborough and surrounding Kentish settlements.
The residential element of the proposals will be sympathetically designed
within the setting provided by existing built form and heritage assets,
gradients, trees, woodland and greenspaces on the site. This will be done
through:
» Retention of key views of and from the listed building and the parkland
grounds which define its immediate setting;
» Inclusion of a buffer zone adjacent to ancient woodland along the southwest and south-east boundaries;
» The retention of existing trees and mature oaks in the open parkland area;
» Opportunity to provide a landscape buffer to the south of the site to
mitigate potential noise from the railway;
» The landscape setting of the development will provide opportunities for
biodiversity net-gain on the site, with different landscape character areas
and planting offering a diverse range of habitats and plant species; and
» Future foot and cycle connections will be made to connect the site to the
existing public right of way that runs along the eastern boundary, creating
a permeable, sustainable network for pedestrians and cyclists through the
site and to the surrounding areas.

The Community Benefits
At Fosse Bank, we are sensitive towards the needs of not just our pupils
but also how our proposals will be able to provide benefits to the local
community.
By securing this development, we would be able to provide the following:
Helping to meet Tonbridge and Malling Borough Council’s housing
requirements in a sustainable location well related to Hildenborough
and its local services, facilities and transport connections;
Providing affordable housing onsite so that first time buyers have
better opportunities to get on the housing market in Hildenborough;
Improved facilities for pupils and staff, allowing the arts and sport
offer to match the high academic level of education already provided,
making Fosse Bank School a new centre of educational excellence for
younger years;
Ensuring the continued independence of the school by providing the
infrastructure to increase opportunities for both pupils and the local
community;
A new, upgraded and expanded facility for Stables Nursery to uplift
the current facilities and continue to provide childcare services for the
community; and
Open our new facilities up to the public and agree access to
community groups and others to ensure that Fosse Bank can be
enjoyed by all.

Feedback and Next Steps

Perspective view of the new residential element

We do hope that having reviewed our proposals, you share our
excitement about how they can deliver an outstandingnew centre of
education excellence for younger years here in Hildenborough which
helps preserve and protect our rich local heritage, sets us on the path
to a brighter future, and allows us to respond to changes expected in
Hildenborough in the coming years.
Have your say
We are of course keen to understand your views towards our draft
proposals, and having your say is easy.
Simply fill in the online feedback form
found on the website, or email us directly
at Alex.Cowley@lexcomm.co.uk. You can
also call Alex Cowley on 0753 141 6568.
We are also happy to arrange video calls
or socially distanced site visits if you
have specific elements of our plans you
would like to discuss directly with the
project team.
The deadline for comments being
received is Friday 14th May 2021.

Timeline
Community consultation –
April 2021
Planning Application
Submitted – late Spring
2021
Council Decision – Winter
2021
Works begin – 2022 –
2024

